We report here on a new insight for biosensing based on the memristive effect of functionalized Schottky-barrier memristive silicon nanowire in dry environment. The device concept is discussed. Electrical measurements confirm the bio-detection by the narrowing of the memristive I ds − V ds hysteresis upon interaction of antigen with antibody-functionalized nanowire.
Introduction
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in nanobio-sensing applications, due to possibility for minimal invasive, real-time monitoring for preventive treatments and therapy personalization [1] . In particular, one-dimensional silicon nanowires are good candidates for sensing devices due to their very large surface-tovolume ratio and quantum properties [2] . However, the sensing with nanowires is only exploited by the ion-sensitive field-effect-transistor paradigm [3] . Due to the nano-scale of the fabricated geometries [4] , the recent discovery in solid-state devices of the memristive effect has been source of renewed research efforts in applications for high-density memory device [5] . The physical phenomena governing the memristive behavior are attributed to the change of an internal state variable, which modifies the conductance in a non-volatile manner [6] . As reported by Duan et al., memory devices are possible also with molecule-gated nanowire transistors by using redox active molecules [7] . In this short communication, we report the first evidence of unexpected new insights for a novel molecular sensing in dry conditions based on nanofabricated memristors functionalized with bio-molecular thin films. In Section 2, we describe the nano-fabrication of memristive Schottky-barrier silicon nanowires.
Device Nano-fabrication
The fabrication method utilizes some of the steps that were previously reported [8] for memristive Schottkybarrier silicon nanowire field-effect transistors. The process starts from low resistivity silicon-on-insulator substrates, with 1.5 μm device layer and 3 μm SiO 2 insulating layer. After standard lithography, the silicon nanowire is carved anchored at the top of two silicon pillars. Then, Ni is deposited on top of the pillars with overlap on the outer portions of the silicon nanowire. Hence, an annealing step at 450
• C in a horizontal wall furnace forms NiSi contacts. Figure 1 shows a nano-fabricated memristive silicon nanowire with NiSi contacts.
Biomolecule Self-assembly
The silicon nanowire surface was derivatized with 3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane [9] and functionalized by covalent attachment of anti-rabbit polyclonal antibodies (AB) [10] . Antigen (rabbit antibodies, AG) interact with the functionalized wire as depicted in Fig. 1b . 
Results and Discussion
Electrical measurements are carried out in a shielded probe station connected with HP4156C Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer and in dark, to avoid any photogenerated currents. Before functionalization with the AB layer, I ds − V ds curves taken for forward and backward sweep do show a typical memristive behavior (see Fig. 2a ), where the current minima always occur for V ds = 0 V, consistently with previously reported measurements [8] on non-functionalized devices. Conversely, functionalized silicon nanowires show different positions of the current minima for backward or forward regimes. This effect is observed after drying from (a) de-ionized H 2 O solution and (b) 5 pM AG solution. The I ds − V ds curve before AG up-take shows an hysteresis (curve 1 in Fig. 2b ) due to charge trapping mechanisms at the Schottky junctions. The binding of an AG with the functionalized wire is responsible for a modification of the hysteresis (curve 2 in Fig. 2b) , in particular to a reduction of the current minimum gap between forward and backward V ds sweeps. Coherently, the up-take of increasing amounts of AG (in the pM range) results on a further diminishing of this gap.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated a new type of bio-sensing method, which is based on the memristive effect in Schottky-barrier silicon nanowires. This completely novel memristive detection principle is able to sense low concentrations of bio-molecules, due to interactions occurring at the nanoscale between the molecular charges trapped by the bio-layer at the surface of the wire and the ambipolar carriers supporting the memristive conductivity into the wire.
